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civilizations in Central America. Legends state that whoe 5d3b920ae0
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Controls Sucks Sounds Terrible Levels design are awful. pretty good game. Its very hard but somehow fun. If you can whip a
bat you should be able to whip a snake. Terrible platformer with junk controls. Received fatal error when trying to continue
game after a death and cannot continue to play. By the way, you have to hit F4 to return to the main screen after any death or
press R as another reviewer mentioned.. This game is really odd, I mostly just laughed when I'd get killed. Kinda came off as
like a bad movie that's so bad it's good kinda deal for me. It doesn't start off too bad as far as the level layout goes, being pretty
simple and just having you jump/whip your enemies till you reach the end. This lets you get used to the controls, which while
really awkward, you can get used to. The first level feels like the only one that has anything kinda interesting in it since it has
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branching paths. I ran into bug I'd presume that took me where I was needed to go, but had no idea where it actually took me, so
I had to backtrack where it teleported me to continue forward. Everything after the first stage is straight forward, only go right.
This is where the game just starts falling apart. Enemies are layered behind objects, leap of fates start happening in darken areas
and enemies are spawned in a way that the whip becomes worthless in most regards. The game repeats the boulder scene for
each stage but unlike stage one, the game transition causes you to pause on a screen, die, then the game continues as normal. The
random rock drops during this is so overkill, I just couldn't stop laughing at it. They don't even need the big rock when the little
ones slam you into the pits. One of the areas I actually go stuck at was just odd. You get this bat you can't hit and a really long
gap pretty platforms. You can't run when the bat is as far as he is to the right, since the hitboxes are kinda off a bit on the guy
you control and you can't get enough jump from where you can jump. So what do ya do? You slam into the wall and jump 50
feet into the air of course. The only reason you can get past this point is due to a bug. Hilarious. There is no ending, it just drops
you back off at the final stage again. Anything would have been nice to know it ended, but eh. Fairly short game. Unless you
think you'd find entertainment in how bad the game can be, probably might wanna skip it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqBmLbHwZKE
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